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PENANG SANGAM HIGH SCHOOL
P.O.BOX 44, RAKIRAKI

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES  

WEEK 21

Year/Level: 13  Subject: ENGLISH

Strand 2& 3 Reading  and Viewing & Writing and Shaping

Sub Strand 2.1 COMMUNICTION 
TET TYPES MEDIA TEXT, EVERYDAY COMMUNICATIN & LITERARY 
TEXT 
EN . 13.2.1
Read and demonstrate  understanding  of a variety  of complex texts.
3.3 SOCIO-CULTURAL CONTEXTS AND SITUATIONS
EN. 13.3.3.1:
Identify and use specific language used to appropriately suit a variety of 
contexts and situations for a particular audience and purpose

Content
 Learning Outcome

-Read and view from a variety of sources – for information and evaluate their 
reliability
-Use appropriate words and phrases to communicate information about 
issues to suit any audience and purpose.  

COMPREHENSION        [15 marks]
Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow . Use your own words as 
far as possible and write in complete sentences.  
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Last year, no leaders came at all. This year will be quite different — sort of.

With the coronavirus pandemic still raging in many parts of the world, leaders from more than 100 nations are 
heading to New York this week for the United Nations' annual high-level gathering — a COVID-inflected, semi-
locked down affair that takes place in one of the pandemic's hardest-hit cities of all. It will be a departure from the 
last in-person meeting of the General Assembly in 2019 — and far different, too, from last year's all-virtual version.

Awaiting them: daunting challenges enough to scare anyone who runs a country, from an escalating climate crisis 
and severe vaccine inequities to Afghanistan’s future under its new Taliban  rulers and worsening conflicts in 
Myanmar and the Tigray region of Ethiopia.

U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has pointed to many other signs of a more chaotic, insecure and dangerous
world: rising poverty and hunger; technology’s advances “without guard rails” like lethal autonomous weapons; the 
risks of climate breakdown and nuclear war; and growing inequality, discrimination and injustice bringing people 
into the streets to protest “while conspiracy theories and lies fuel deep divisions within societies.”

The U.N. chief keeps repeating that the world is at “a pivotal moment” and must shift gears to “a greener and safer 
world.” To do that, leaders need to give multilateralism “teeth,” starting with joint action to reverse the global 
failure to tackle COVID-19 in 2020 and to ensure that 70% of the world’s population is vaccinated in the first half 
of 2022.

But as is often true with the United Nations, it remains to be seen whether the high-level meetings, which start 
Monday and end Sept. 27, make actual progress.

After COVID-19 forced leaders to deliver remote, pre-recorded speeches at last year’s meeting, more than 100 
heads of state and government and more than two dozen ministers decided to come to New York this year despite 
the pandemic. That reflects the United Nations’ unique role as a global town square for all 193 member countries, 
whether tiny or vast, weak or powerful.

The assembly’s annual gathering of world leaders — called the General Debate — has always been a place where 
presidents, prime ministers, monarchs and other top officials can discuss local, regional and global concerns at 
public or private meetings and receptions, and over lunches and dinners. In other words, it creates a space to carry 
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out the delicate business of diplomacy face to face, considered far more productive than virtual meetings online.

Richard Gowan, U.N. director of the International Crisis Group, said the General Assembly’s first in-person meeting
since the pandemic began — though about 60 leaders have opted to deliver pre-recorded speeches — is not only 
symbolic but an opportunity to “show that international cooperation matters.”

“For leaders from poorer countries, this is also a rare opportunity to speak publicly about the ongoing aftershocks of 
COVID-19,” he said. “It’s also, frankly, quite fun to come to New York. A lot of these leaders have been stuck in 
their capitals.” Source: Yahoo News

Questions

a. State the contradiction in paragraph 1 . [1 mark] 
______________________________________________________________________________________

b. Briefly summarize paragraph 2 in your own words. [2 marks] 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

c. What issues will top the agenda  during the 2021 UN Assembly? [2 marks] 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

d. According to the UN’s Secretary General , the most pressing problems 
are_____________________________________________________________________[1 mark]

e. Identify and explain the figurative language used in paragraph 5 of the passage. [1mark] 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

f. What cynicism is noted in paragraph 6 of the passage? [2 marks]
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

g. Identify and explain the figurative language used in paragraph 7 of the passage. [1mark] 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

h. Discuss the significance of General Debate . [1 mark] 
______________________________________________________________________________

i. How is solidarity maintained according to Richard Gowan, U.N. director of the International Crisis 

Group? [2 marks] 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

j. i. inflected-[ modulated,  inclined, set, oriented] 
ii. daunting- [ bleak, superficial, happy, prosperous]
iii. pivotal- [ crucial, momentum, assiduous, important]
iv. remote- [isolated, close-up , secluded, imported] [2 marks] 


